Abstract-This letter analyzes the problems of imaging small and fast boats with synthetic aperture radar (SAR), which may experience severe defocusing and/or smearing. This situation is encountered, inter alia, in ocean traffic monitoring and surveillance applications where the detection of small and fast vessels is of great interest. The target modeling and impact of moving vessels in SAR images are presented and discussed using simulated results. A matched filter bank is used before applying moving target indication techniques over multichannel SAR images, refocusing the target signal in the azimuth domain and enhancing the detectability of these types of vessels.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE growing interest in maritime traffic monitoring has created the need to design new instruments and techniques for moving target indication (MTI) and detection purposes. In this subject, spaceborne radars (SBRs) in low Earth orbits offer the advantage of observing large areas with a reasonable operating cost [1] .
Medium and large vessels typically appear as a bright group of pixels in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images [2] , which contrast with the lower clutter background. However, for small boats, a target signal may appear buried in clutter and noise. This is the case for rigid-hulled inflatable boats (RHIBs), which can be hardly detected by SBRs, except for calm seas and slow kinematics [3] . In this letter, the kinematics of small and fast ships is modeled to analyze the impact on SAR images. The goal of this letter is to evaluate the small and fast vessel detection performance of a processing chain including a matched filter bank (MFB) [9] , where each filter covers a range of chirp rates, taking into account both vessel velocity and acceleration combined with multichannel MTI-SAR techniques [7] .
II. TARGET MODELING

A. RCS
To provide a representative radar cross section (RCS) for the RHIB in this simulation, a 3-D radar reflectivity model has been developed based on a mesh of parameterized radar scattering canonical shapes. The backscattering response of six canonical shapes [4] is mapped by parametric models using dominant scattering terms from the geometric theory of diffraction and physical optics solutions. Additionally, to ensure solution stability over all possible viewing directions, quaternion mathematics has replaced Euler transforms.
To model the RHIB RCS, a frame of a vessel waterline outline was constructed to meet specified dimensions (10-m length × 3-m beam). From this frame, a computer-aided design (CAD) model was created and used to identify 15 RHIB canonical elements, their dimensions, and their offset position (including the orientation) from the body frame centroid (see Fig. 1 ).
During the radar observation time, for every radar illumination pulse, the positions of the RHIB scattering elements are projected into the radar grid using SAR image discretization. The complex scattering of each element is calculated with the parametric models and is coherently added, allowing the computation of the target raw data in a pulse-to-pulse basis.
B. Vessel Kinematics
Realistic vessel kinematics includes accelerations resulting from trajectory velocity changes and by the interaction of a vessel with the sea. This was modeled in a simulation engine that allows a vessel to alter its course and speed between waypoints, and in a model of the interaction between the local sea characteristics and the vessel dynamical properties.
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i.e., heave, surge, and sway; and three rotational motions, i.e., yaw, pitch, and roll. As an initial estimate, these motions can be treated as independent modes and then coupled using the forcing provided by the incoming wave and its direction. The roll and pitch periods for a vessel can be estimated using empirical equations that base upon the vessel dimensions. Then, using the wind vector parameters passed to the simulation [5] , significant wave height and period can be determined using a sea spectrum formulation [6] .
With the sea and vessel dynamics characterized, a novel sixdegree-of-freedom kinematic propagator facilitates the solution of the kinematic state of the RHIB center of gravity (CoG) for a set of discrete time steps during the SAR image acquisition. This propagator resolves the RHIB wave encounter frequency and the amplitudes of the six elementary motions, and then, it scales these amplitudes to the RHIB using a Lorentzian function based on modal natural frequencies. The wave elevation discrepancy between the hull and the CoG is solved using a 2-D intersection model utilizing the waterline outline and injects an additional phase offset into the final motion.
The resultant amplitude of the CoG motion can be solved as a function of the maximum amplitude, the encounter frequency (ω e ), and the wave elevation phase offset (ε) for a set of time steps corresponding to the pulse repetition frequency of the SBR during the acquisition as follows:
A geometry engine provided by the Satellite Tool Kit allows the solution of the scattering element motion relative to the CoG using the element position parameters. Higher order kinematic terms (velocity and acceleration) are generated utilizing a thirdorder Hermite polynomial interpolation scheme. Once the kinematics is generated, the motion of each scattering element is projected into the SBR coordinates.
III. SIGNAL MODEL
For a monostatic SAR in the X-band working in the stripmap mode, the signal captured by the antenna can be expressed using the following vector notation [13] , [14] :
as the addition of target signal s(ϑ t ), sea clutter c(ϑ t ), and noise n, where ϑ t and ϑ c are the moving target and clutter parameter vectors, respectively (the range, velocities, and accelerations), and M is the number of channels.
A. Moving Target
Let us first consider a point target with a uniform accelerated rectilinear motion in the slant-range azimuth plane. Assuming flat Earth geometry with the platform moving at v p with respect to ground, the range history equation during the observation time can be written as
with η being the azimuth time, R 0 being the slant range at η = 0, v being the target velocity, and a being the target acceleration, and subscripts az and sr refer to the azimuth and slant-range components, respectively. The right-hand part of (3) corresponds to a second-order Taylor series expansion around η = 0. The acquired low-pass equivalent range-compressed signal in the time domain with a zero-squint angle acquisition can be expressed as follows:
with τ representing the range time (or the fast time), p r representing the range-compressed pulse envelope (i.e., a sinclike function), and w a representing the antenna weighting function (i.e., a squared azimuth pattern). The second exponential term in (4) represents a shift in the Doppler spectrum of the target due to the across-track velocity component [7] , which results in an azimuth displacement in the SAR image. In the case of high radial velocities, the target spectrum can either fall out of the Doppler processing band or reenter in the backfolded spectrum as an ambiguity. Furthermore, they produce a high range walk not compensated by the azimuthal filters, which, for high speed values, can affect the slant-range resolution. The third exponential term in (4) represents the Doppler frequency rate (k a ), which is exploited for the azimuth compression [8] . As can be seen, the Doppler rate is mainly affected by v az and a sr [7] , [9] , producing a mismatch with the stationary world matched filter (SWMF). Therefore, the Doppler rate error can be defined as the Doppler frequency rate difference between a moving target and a static target, resulting in azimuth defocusing as follows [7] :
B. Clutter and Noise
The undesirable captured components are background sea scattering c(ϑ c ) and thermal noise n. In the simulation, the sea clutter is modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian process, i.e., c(ϑ c ) ∈ C ∼ N (0, σ 2 c , R c ), where R c represents the correlation matrix between channels. The clutter power has been obtained using the model presented in [10] , which provides the normalized RCS σ 0 as a function of the frequency, the polarization, the incidence angle, and the sea state. Assuming that this value is equal for all the channels, clutter power σ 2 c is then proportional to the area of the resolution cell. As in the Technology Service Corporation (TSC) backscattering model [11] , a wind direction correction term has been included.
Owing to the internal clutter motion (ICM), the clutter echoes backscattered from the same spatial position decorrelate between the spatially separated receivers, and this effect has been modeled incorporating a temporal covariance matrix structure, giving a correlation coefficient ρ c n,k between channels n and k.
A Gaussian correlation function has been assumed, which depends on the baseline time, the radar wavelength, the resolution, and the wind speed [12] .
The noise has been modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian process uncorrelated between channels, i.e., n ∈ C ∼ N (0, σ n 2 I M×M ), where I M×M represents the identity matrix. Noise power σ n 2 is determined by the noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), which is a measurement of the system sensitivity [15] .
IV. MTI PROCESSING
SBR systems with multiple channels aligned in the alongtrack direction provide images of the same scene acquired at slightly different positions. Once the images have been coregistered, the clutter can be canceled, and the targets' dynamic parameters can be estimated. A new optimized SAR-MTI mission has been presented in [13] , which is based on a multichannel configuration with nonuniformly displaced phase centers, using external deployable antennas. It provides improved detection capabilities for small and slow-moving vessels compared with the current state-of-the-art SAR missions. This instrument has been used throughout the simulations.
The extended displaced phase center antenna (EDPCA) algorithm, which was described in [14] , has been implemented. Adaptive clutter cancelation, together with a matched beamformer (to the target of interest), is performed to maximize the signal-to-clutter-plus-noise ratio (SCNR) at the processor's output.
In order to improve the detection performance, the MFB is used prior to MTI processing [7] , [14] . Therefore, it is necessary to establish a criterion to define the number of required filters and their tuning. The proposed method to calculate the filters' Doppler rates consists in empirically measuring the pulse compression losses as a function of the quadratic phase error between the received signal and the SWMF at the edges of the captured window. With this method, we can predict the losses for a certain phase error with the only knowledge of the observation time, and we adapt each one of those filters to a certain Doppler rate interval.
The points of interest are φ ε −3 dB = 2.72 rad and φ ε −6 dB = 5 rad, which provide losses of −3 and −6 dB, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the losses and broadening in azimuth as a function of the slant-range acceleration. As can be seen, an acceleration of 0.22 m/s 2 produces a loss of 3 dB. The necessary number of filters can be calculated by means of (5) . For this, the φ ε −3 dB point is substituted in the chirp phase formula (i.e., φ = πkη 2 ), replacing time η by one half of the target observation time (i.e., the edge of the time window). The resulting k ε −3 dB value is the chirp rate distance in hertz per second from 0 to the −3-dB point. Then, the −3-dB width is obtained by multiplying the previous value by two for spanning either sides from the center. In [9] , it was noted that, for target detection purposes, three filters are needed to cover a velocity range from −30 to 30 m/s. Nonetheless, applying the previous criterion and only considering the azimuthal velocities and typical SBR numbers in the X-band, with only three filters, the range from −22.5 to 22.5 m/s is covered. If, additionally, a slant-range acceleration margin from −2 to 2 m/s 2 is considered, the number of filters increases to 17. The combination of both kinematic parameters can increase the defocusing phenomenon (depending on the signs of v az and a sr ), although the across-track acceleration has a stronger impact.
From the resulting modeled kinematics, it is observed that, even forcing the seaworthiness of all the vessels, the slant-range acceleration within two consecutive spikes is always positive and never exceeds 9 m/s 2 (see Fig. 5 ). Therefore, this value, together with the observation time shown in Table I , was used in (5) to find the relative maximum chirp rate difference with respect to the SWMF. The resulting value was divided by the filter chirp rate bandwidth to obtain a total number of 21 filters, which is the number of filters implemented in the MFB for the simulation results.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The structure of the SAR processor and the MTI block is depicted in Fig. 3 . Despite generating clutter and noise at the SAR image level, their raw data have been obtained by inverse SWMF SAR processing in order to account for the impact of the limited SAR resolution and azimuth focusing with different chirp rates in the MFB. The black arrows represent multichannel images for a single layer (i.e., the target signal, the clutter, or the noise), whereas the white arrows are the combination of the aforementioned (multichannel and multilayer). The arrows striped with three lines are the image streams of multiple filter outputs with multiple layers (the multichannel domain has been combined to form the EDPCA image).
The simulations have been carried out with the parameters shown in Table I . The scenario contains three vessels, all of them moving at 37.8 kn in the slant-range azimuth plane but with different directions (see Fig. 4 ), resulting in different kinematics for each vessel. In order to make a fair comparison, all the RHIBs have been modeled with the same maximum RCS. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the hull of the boats experiences strong impacts against the water that produces the spikes in the slant-range acceleration profile. The processing of these acceleration peaks with an MFB using constant Doppler rates results in a severely defocused image (with the best filter, a loss of −10 dB was obtained); thus, a SAR observation interval excluding these strong acceleration peaks has been selected in the simulations for all boats (the shadowed area in expected matched filter, owing to the fact that kinematics is time dependent. This is the case of targets T1 and T3, for which the filters tuned to 5321.3 and 5680.9 Hz/s give an increment of 2.3 and 1.7 dB, respectively, compared with the expected matched filters. Compared with the SWMF, the improvement factors are 9.2 dB for vessel T3 and 13.5 dB for vessel T1. Special attention has been paid to targets T2 and T3 since their high radial velocities produce a high mismatch with respect to the nominal range-cell migration curvature, resulting in slant-range defocusing [7] , [13] . Moreover, for target T2, the high slant-range velocity causes backfolding in the Doppler spectrum, producing its breakup into two halves located at the edges of the spectral domain.
For a correct assessment, high across-track velocities shall be considered in order to correct the range-cell migration suffered. Throughout the simulations, the results obtained with and without the tailored range-cell migration correction (RCMC) have been compared. For target T1, a static RCMC has been applied since the differences can be neglected. For targets T2 and T3, adapting the RCMC to each filter of the bank provided a gain of 4 and 9.1 dB, respectively, referred to the stationary RCMC reconstruction.
With the SWMF, the maximum amplitudes of the boats were at −10 dBsm. A minimum gain of 8 dB is obtained for all of them with the best matched filter using the presented architecture, obtaining a probability of detection after the MTI processing that exceeds 90% in all three cases. A probability of false alarm (P fa ) of 10 −5 has been assumed. Fig. 6 shows the EDPCA images and the detection maps at the output of a constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) detector. The EDPCA response is velocity dependent [13] , and that is why the corresponding processor's outputs is different for each adapted target processing, i.e., T1, with the smallest radial velocity, has reduced the SCNR conditions compared with T2 and T3.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this letter, the radar scattering and kinematics for a small and fast boat sailing with a strong breeze have been modeled, considering realistic accelerations. To increase the SCNR and the SAR detection performance, an MFB has been included before the MTI processing stage. This architecture, combined with the proposed SAR-GMTI mission [13] , has been shown to be able to detect a RHIB experiencing moderate accelerations with three different heading directions. When the high acceleration spike in the slant-range is encountered within the radar observation time, the proposed processing chain is not able to detect the vessels. For the simulated scenario, the three analyzed vessels experienced different peak acceleration periods due to the differences in their kinematics and headings with respect to the wind direction. Assuming a uniformly distributed random location of the time observation window with respect to each vessel acceleration profile in Fig. 5 , the probability of observing the target free of acceleration peaks can be obtained. Averaging the three considered cases, the probability of observing the fast boats in the simulated sea state without the acceleration peak is estimated to be 43%. To overcome this limitation, higher order terms could be considered in the range history in (3) to model and compensate the high target dynamics. However, this would result in a higher number of degrees of freedom and a larger number of filters in the MFB.
